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A Legacy of Comfort Through Performance

Patient Transfer, SimplifiedTrue Flatbed Sleep PositionLimitless Customization

Engineered for Easy Cleaning

Our multiple patient transfer arm styles, 
fold down and removable, make the 
Durable® 650 Series an ideal choice for 
comfortable transfer of patients from the 
recliner to a bed or other position. Both 
styles allow transfer in the seated or full 
lay flat position, with single and dual arm 
variations available.

Standard on all models, the True Flatbed 
Sleep Position is a key feature of our 
Durable® mechanism. It enables a patient 
or loved one to fully recline when resting, 
and coupled with the Infinite Position 
Locking Back, adds another sleep space 
while only covering a concise, recliner-
size footprint.

With dozens of options available, the 
Durable® 650 Series can be tailor-made 
to fit any healthcare application needed. 
Many options can even be installed in 
the field, allowing the ability to retrofit 
and repurpose recliners for optimal 
performance and extended life cycle.

All Durable® series recliners were 
created from the ground up with constant 
sanitization in mind. The quick removable 
back and lift up seat allow easy access to 
all surfaces for cleaning, and the base of 
the recliner has been specially designed 
with zero entrapment areas to prevent 
fluids from sitting— any spills go straight 
down to the floor to be quickly wiped 
away. With thousands of healthcare 
grade  textiles available, the Durable® 
650 Series is a strong ally in your efforts 
for infection control.

La-Z-Boy® Healthcare | Knú Comfort® and 
the Durable® 650 Series are differentiated 
from the crowd not just in our pillars of 
Comfort, Durability, and Performance, 
but also in some key design choices and 
features that can be found nowhere else.

The Durable® 650 Series (and its bariatric variant, the Durable® 
750 Series) is not just a family of recliners. It is the culmination 
of every milestone in engineering that has taken our recliners 
to the next level. Every minute modification for that extra 
bit of performance. Every thoughtful design adjustment 
that has infused our healthcare furnishings with even more 
added comfort. Each recliner that goes out our door reflects 
the understanding brought on by over fifty years of creating 
healthcare grade furniture.

The end result? A series of recliners that is engineered to 
exacting specifications in order to meet a higher standard 
of comfort, performance, and durability. The Durable® 650 
Series showcases our patented Durable® unitized mechanism, 
allowing smooth full-body movement. Built in the USA and 
boasting a 650 lb weight rating, its craftsmanship ensures 
performance and durability in 24-hour use applications, 
resulting in an extended life cycle. And its option-rich nature 
gives it the versatility to adapt to nearly any healthcare 
environment.

In this booklet you will be able to see some of what makes the 
Durable® 650 Series the patient recliner of choice for many of 
the largest healthcare networks in the nation. We hope you also 
have the opportunity to try it for yourself and experience first 
hand our maxim: Comfort Heals®.

The La-Z-Boy® Difference
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All Durable® 650/750 Series 
recliners are mobile and built 
to move, aided by the included 
push bar. Edge guard material 
along the back seams is also 
standard to protect walls, as 
well as the recliner itself.

A myriad of back styles, arm 
cap styles and materials, and 
thousands of healthcare grade 
textiles enable Durable® Series 
recliners to fit the aesthetic of 
any space.

Performance in the Details
Designed specifically for full time healthcare use, the traditional form factor avoids the intimidating clinical 
look of most furniture in this space while housing countless features that allow it to outperform all others.

All models are standard with casters 
and built to move. Sizes range from 
3” to 5” to customize seat height 
or increase ground clearance to 
accommodate table or lift devices.

The standard leg support is 
designed to easily fold down 
when enough force is applied 
to avoid the dangers of tipping. 
For applications where it is 
imperative that the legs and 
torso hold position, the optional 
orthopedic locking leg support 
secures the footrest so it is only 
able to be adjusted via the handle.

A full range of options allow the 
recliner to be customized to any 
setting. From IV poles and Foley 
bag hooks to Trendelenburg recline 
and heat/massage functionality, 
the Durable® 650 Series can meet 
needs far beyond a simple seat and 
sleep surface.

The patented unitized mechanism 
eases the user into position with 
smooth, full-body motion. The handle 
opening is elongated because the 
whole recliner adjusts position relative 
to the base, rather than the separate 
rigid feet and body motions found on 
most recliners. 

Breakaway Leg Support True Healthcare Add-Ons

Ready to Roll

Patented Durable® Mechanism

The recliner back is not limited 
to a set number of positions, 
but can be reclined to the most 
comfortable or therapeutic 
angle for the user, even to a full 
flatbed position for sleeping. 
The optional locking lever allows 
the back to be locked into place 
by the user (or by the caregiver 
to secure a weakened patient).

Infinite Position Back

Made to MoveDressed to Heal

Durable® Series recliners feature a 
quick removable back that can come 
off for cleaning in seconds. Zero 
entrapment areas and a lift up seat 
allow fast sanitization on every shift.

Crafted for Cleaning

The Durable® 650 Series is available in a 24” 
standard seat width, as well as a compact 22” 
seat width (which can be paired with 3” casters 
for pediatric use). The Durable® 750 Series offers 
all of the same features and benefits, plus a 29” 
bariatric seat width and 750 lb weight rating.

A Fit for Any Patient

video demo
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Recliner Builder
Weight Capacity: Select One

Leg Support Mechanism: Select One

Leg Rest Style: Select One

Infinite Position Back: Select One

Arm Function: Select One

Arm Side: Select One

Additional
Available
Options:
Select All
That Apply

Caster: Select One

Back Style: Select One

Arm Cap Style:

Arm Cap Options: Select One

Arm Width: Select One

Seat Width: Select One

 650 lbs (Standard)
Inside Seat Width: 24” or 22”
Inside Seat Depth: 21”
Seat Height: 21.5”

 750 lbs (Bariatric)
Inside Seat Width: 29”
Inside Seat Depth: 21”
Seat Height: 21.5”

 Standard Breakaway  Locking Orthopedic

 Chaise  Non-Chaise

 Locking Back  Non-Locking Back

 Fully Upholstered  Wood

 Urethane

  Corian® Solid Surface
*Other Solid Surface 
options available. Call for 
quote.

  4” 2-Caster Lock 
& Steer (S4)

Side Tray Table
(TSL1/TSR1)

Folding Side Tray 
Table (FST)

Foley Bag Holder 
(FBH)

Padded Side Tray 
Table (PLFST)

Wrist Restraint 
(WR)

Adjustable Headrest 
Pillow (AHP)

Trendelenburg 
(TE)

IV Pole (IV/DP) QR Bracket (QR)

Monitor/Tablet Arm 
(MTL)

Heat + Massage 
(H/HM)

Hospital Grade 
Power (USB)

Heat + Massage 
Wand (HW/HMW)

Foot Tray (FT)

  Removable Arm   Fold Down Arm

  Dual Sides   Right Side (facing)   Left Side (facing)

  4” Central 
Caster Lock & 
Steer (Q4)

  3” Dual Wheel 
Central Locking (Q3)

  Standard 4” 3-Swivel 
& 1-Rigid

  5” Central Caster
Lock & Steer (Q5)

 Standard  Narrow

 22”  24”  29”

 EV

  EV,Rêma,Koncert  Kadia Mod

 Rêma,Kadia Mod  Koncert

*Add seat and 
arm width to get 
overall width.

LiquiCell® (LC)

(EV only)

(Durable® 750 Series)

Adjustable Back Pad
(ABP) **Durable 650 Series only

Central Lock and Steer Caster System

Introducing
Kadia Luxe Style
Durable® 650 Series Recliner

Chaise Continuous Leg Support

Heat and Massage

Lay Flat Transfer

Available with 3”, 4”, and 5” casters, the central locking system 
keeps the recliner firmly in place with the simple press of a pedal. 
The 4” and 5” caster styles also have a steer mode that locks the 
direction of the back casters for easy driving.

The newest style in the Durable® 650 Series, Kadia Luxe 
arrives with an innovative front profile design crafted 
to hide the operational levers and included table within 
the body of the chair. This prevents a pedal or handle 
from being snagged on a door while also allowing a 
comfortable widened arm rest, all within the same 
footprint of other recliners in the series.

Featuring nonstop upholstery from the back of the seat to the 
front of the foot rest, the Chaise Continuous Leg Support (picture, 
top) keeps legs warm and is designed for easy cleaning.

Ideal for infusion areas or any patient who will be spending an 
extended time in the recliner, the Heat and Massage option is 
available with a wand or in-arm controls. Multiple settings allow 
it to be dialed in for maximum comfort.

The fold down patient transfer arm is operated by a simple pull 
lever on the back of the arm. Transfer is possible when seated, 
or in the fully flat position to allow movement to a bed or board.

Options, Options, Options
The breadth of options available on the Durable® 650 and 750 Series is unsurpassed, adding both comfort and 
functionality. The Recliner Builder on the opposite page is a menu to customize the recliner to your exact needs.

The newest style in the Durable® 650 Series, Kadia Luxe 
arrives with an innovative front profile design crafted 
to hide the operational levers and included table within 
the body of the chair. This prevents a pedal or handle 
from being snagged on a door while also allowing a 
comfortable widened arm rest, all within the same 

video dem
o
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Performance in Motion
Scores of video demonstrations are available on our website and media channels that highlight the features 
and advantages of the Durable® 650 and 750 Series, along with options and other product categories.

Check out getknu.com for more videos

Durable® 650 Series 
Recliner with Patient 
Transfer Arm

Chaise Continuous 
Leg Support

Infinite Position 
Locking Back

Durable® 650 Series 
Compact Recliner

Heat & Massage with 
Wand Controller 
(HMW option) 

Orthopedic Locking 
Leg Support

Central Lock & Steer 
Caster System - 4” 
(Q4 option)

Trendelenburg Pedal
(TE / TE-3 options)

Adjustable Side Tray 
(TSR1/TSL1 options)


